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Analyzing  some  integrals  linked  with  the  MRB  Constant.  New  possible
mathematical  connections  with  various  parameters  of  Ramanujan’s
mathematics and several equations concerning some sectors of String Theory 

                                  Michele Nardelli1,  Antonio Nardelli

                                                        Abstract

In this paper, we analyze some integrals linked with the MRB Constant (Marvin Ray
Burns  Constant).  We  describe  the  new  possible  mathematical  connections  with
various parameters of Ramanujan’s mathematics and several equations concerning
some sectors of String Theory 
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                                 Srinivasa Ramanujan (1887-1920)

                                   

https://www.moduscc.it/ramanujan-il-grande-matematico-indiano-13453-131115/

                     Vesuvius Landscape with gorses – Naples (Italy)

                    

                          https://www.pinterest.it/pin/95068242114589901/
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https://www.moduscc.it/ramanujan-il-grande-matematico-indiano-13453-131115/
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From:The MRB constant: ALL ABOARD! POSTED BY: Marvin Ray Burns

We now let's take a cue from the following integral

We perform the following calculations:

[-2*I*Integrate[ Im[E^(x + Log[t]/t)/ (-E^((-I)*Pi*t + x) + E^(I*Pi*t + x))]]]

Indefinite integral

3D plots
Real part

https://www.pinterest.it/pin/95068242114589901/
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Imaginary part

Contour plots
Real part
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Imaginary part

Alternate forms

Alternate forms assuming t and x are positive

Alternate form assuming t and x are real
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Dividing the MRB Constant by the following alternate form:

we obtain:

(MRB constant)/(-2 i x Im((e^(i π t) t^(1/t))/((-1 + e^(i π t)) (1 + e^(i π t)))))

Input

Exact result

3D plots
Real part
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Imaginary part

Contour plots
Real part
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Imaginary part

Alternate forms

Alternate form assuming t and x are positive
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Alternate form assuming t and x are real

Roots

Derivative

Indefinite integral
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From the exact result

for  t = -5 , we obtain:

(i MRB const)/(2 x Im((e^(i π -5) t^(1/-5))/((-1 + e^(i π -5)) (1 + e^(i π -5)))))

Input

Exact result

3D plots
Real part
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Imaginary part

Alternate forms

Alternate form assuming t and x are positive
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Expanded form

Alternate form assuming t and x are real

Roots

Derivative

Indefinite integral
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From:

and

we observe that:

(i MRB const)/(2 x Im((e^(i π -5) t^(1/-5))/((-1 + e^(i π -5)) (1 + e^(i π -5))))) = -(i (-
1 - 1/e^5) (1 - 1/e^5) e^5 MRB const)/(2 x Im(1/t^(1/5)))

Input

Result

Multiplying both the sides by

(2 x Im((e^(i π -5) t^(1/-5))/((-1 + e^(i π -5)) (1 + e^(i π -5))))) 

we obtain:
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 -(i (-1 - 1/e^5) (1 - 1/e^5) e^5 MRB const)/(2 x Im(1/t^(1/5)))*(((2 x Im((e^(i π -5) 
t^(1/-5))/((-1 + e^(i π -5)) (1 + e^(i π -5))))) ))

Input

Exact result

Decimal approximation

Alternate complex forms

Approximate form

Polar coordinates

CMRB = 0.187859642462….
0.187859642462… ≈ MRB Constant
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Now, we verify the following integral:

                                  CMRB=−2i∫
1

i ∞

ℑ( e
log (t )

t ei π t

−e0+e2 i π t)dt

indeed, we obtain:

-2 I*NIntegrate[ Im[(E^(I*Pi*t + Log[t]/t))/(-1 + E^((2*I)*Pi*t))], {t, 1, 10^7 I}, 
WorkingPrecision -> 20]

Input

Computation result

Decimal approximation
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Alternate complex forms

Polar coordinates

0.1878596020007390026219 ≈ MRB Constant

From which, after some calculations:

4+MRB const + (((64*5+4)*1/((-2 I*NIntegrate[ Im[(E^(I*Pi*t + Log[t]/t))/(-1 + 
E^((2*I)*Pi*t))], {t, 1, 10^7 I}, WorkingPrecision -> 20]))))

Input
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Computation result

Decimal approximation

Alternate complex forms

Polar coordinates

1728.91299747543772628  

This result  is  very near to the mass of candidate glueball  f0(1710) scalar meson.
Furthermore, 1728 occurs in the algebraic formula for the  j-invariant of an  elliptic
curve. (1728 = 82  * 33) The number 1728 is one less than the Hardy–Ramanujan
number 1729  (taxicab number)
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and again:

((4+MRB const + (((64*5+4)*1/((-2 I*NIntegrate[ Im[(E^(I*Pi*t + Log[t]/t))/(-1 + 
E^((2*I)*Pi*t))], {t, 1, 10^7 I}, WorkingPrecision -> 20]))))))^1/15

Input

Computation result

Decimal approximation
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Alternate complex forms

Polar coordinates

1.643809714214959338873  ζ(2) = π 2

6
=1.6449 34 … (trace of the instanton shape)

1/27(3+MRB const + (((64*5+4)*1/((-2 I*NIntegrate[ Im[(E^(I*Pi*t + Log[t]/t))/(-1 
+ E^((2*I)*Pi*t))], {t, 1, 10^7 I}, WorkingPrecision -> 20])))))

Input
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Computation result

Decimal approximation

From the decimal approximation, we obtain:

(63.996777684275152724 -6.3878708808628 × 10^-6 i)^2+1/2

Input interpretation

Result

Alternate complex forms
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Polar coordinates

4096.0875539705789742 ≈ 4096 = 642

We now let's take a cue from the following integral

we perform the following calculations:

NIntegrate[ g[-t]/(Sin[Pi*t]*Cos[Pi*t]*I + Sin[Pi*t]^2), {t, 0, I*Infinity}

Input

integral (((-1)^x (1-(x+1)^(1/(x+1)))/(sin(π t) cos(π t) i + sin^2(π t)))) dt

Indefinite integral
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3D plots
Real part
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Imaginary part

Alternate forms of the integral

Expanded form of the integral
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Alternate forms assuming t and x are positive

Series expansion of the integral at x=0

Series expansion of the integral at x=∞

From:

we obtain:

-(e^(i π x) ((x + 1)^(1/(x + 1)) - 1) (π t - i log(sin(π t))))/π 
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Input

3D plots
Real part

Imaginary part
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Alternate forms

Expanded form

Root for the variable x

Series expansion at x=0

Series expansion at x=∞
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Derivative

Alternative representations

Series representations
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Integral representations
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Multiple-argument formulas

from:

for x = -0.5  and  t = 1.5

(e^(i π*-0.5) (π *1.5 - i log(sin(π*1.5))))/π - (e^(i π *-0.5) (-0.5 + 1)^(1/(-0.5 + 1)) 
(π*1.5 - i log(sin(π *1.5))))/π

Input
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Result

-1.875 i

Alternate complex forms

Radians

Polar coordinates

1.875

Alternative representations
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Series representations



32

Integral representations
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Multiple-argument formulas

From which:

1/10(((e^(i π*-0.5) (π *1.5 - i log(sin(π*1.5))))/π - (e^(i π *-0.5) (-0.5 + 1)^(1/(-0.5 + 
1)) (π*1.5 - i log(sin(π *1.5))))/π))

Input
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Result

Alternate complex forms

Polar coordinates

0.1875 result quite near to the MRB constant value 0.187859642

Alternative representations
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Series representations



36

Integral representations
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Multiple-argument formulas

From the previous expression, i.e.

we obtain also:

12*(((((((e^(i π*-0.5) (π *1.5 - i log(sin(π*1.5))))/π - (e^(i π *-0.5) (-0.5 + 1)^(1/(-0.5 
+ 1)) (π*1.5 - i log(sin(π *1.5))))/π))))^8-8))-8-MRB const
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Input

Result

1728.93…

This result  is  very near to the mass of candidate glueball  f0(1710) scalar meson.
Furthermore, 1728 occurs in the algebraic formula for the  j-invariant of an  elliptic
curve. (1728 = 82  * 33) The number 1728 is one less than the Hardy–Ramanujan
number 1729  (taxicab number)

((12*(((((((e^(i π*-0.5) (π *1.5 - i log(sin(π*1.5))))/π - (e^(i π *-0.5) (-0.5 + 1)^(1/(-
0.5 + 1)) (π*1.5 - i log(sin(π *1.5))))/π))))^8-8))-8-MRB const))^1/15

Input

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J-invariant
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Result

1.64381106852463…...≈ ζ(2) = π 2

6
=1.6449 34 … (trace of the instanton shape)

(1/27((12*(((((((e^(i π*-0.5) (π *1.5 - i log(sin(π*1.5))))/π - (e^(i π *-0.5) (-0.5 + 
1)^(1/(-0.5 + 1)) (π*1.5 - i log(sin(π *1.5))))/π))))^8-8))-8-MRB const)-
1))^2+2*MRB const

Input

Result

4096.064561808……≈ 4096 = 642

Now we let's a cue from the following integral:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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We perform the following calculations:

MRB constant - (1/2 + Integrate[ Im[(t^(1/t) - t^(2 n))] (-Csc[\[Pi] t])])

Input

Exact result

Alternate forms

Alternate form assuming n and t are positive

Alternate form assuming n and t are real

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Derivative

From:

we obtain:

-1/2 + MRB const

Input

Decimal approximation

-0.3121403575379….

Alternate form

from which, we obtain:

(((8 2^(1/3))*1/π^2))/((-(Artin's constant / MRB constant)((-1/2 + MRB const))))

where

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Input

Exact result

Decimal approximation

1.64360272326...≈ ζ(2) = π 2

6
=1.6449 34 … (trace of the instanton shape)

Alternate forms

(((((8 2^(1/3))*1/π^2))/((-(Artin's constant / MRB constant)((-1/2 + MRB 

const))))))^15+e+Φ

Input

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Exact result

Decimal approximation

1728.9865809…

This result  is  very near to the mass of candidate glueball  f0(1710) scalar meson.
Furthermore, 1728 occurs in the algebraic formula for the  j-invariant of an  elliptic
curve. (1728 = 82  * 33) The number 1728 is one less than the Hardy–Ramanujan
number 1729  (taxicab number)

Alternate forms

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J-invariant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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(1/27(((((((8 2^(1/3))*1/π^2))/((-(Artin's constant / MRB constant)((-1/2 + MRB 

const))))))^15+e+Φ)-1))^2

Input

Exact result

Decimal approximation

4095.9363837...≈ 4096 = 642

Alternate forms

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Expanded form

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Observations 

We note that, from the number 8, we obtain as follows:

We notice how from the numbers 8 and 2 we get 64, 1024, 4096 and 8192, and that 8 
is the fundamental number. In fact 82 = 64, 83 = 512, 84 = 4096. We define it 
"fundamental number", since 8 is a Fibonacci number, which by rule, divided by the 
previous one, which is 5, gives 1.6 , a value that tends to the golden ratio, as for all 
numbers in the Fibonacci sequence

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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“Golden” Range 

Finally we note how 82 = 64, multiplied by 27, to which we add 1, is equal to 1729,
the so-called "Hardy-Ramanujan number". Then taking the 15th root of 1729, we
obtain a value close to ζ(2) that 1.6438 ..., which, in turn, is included in the range of
what we call "golden numbers"

Furthermore for all the results very near to 1728 or 1729, adding 64 = 82, one obtain
values about equal to 1792 or 1793. These are values almost equal  to the Planck
multipole spectrum frequency 1792.35 and to the hypothetical Gluino mass

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Appendix

From:  A. Sagnotti – AstronomiAmo, 23.04.2020

In the above figure,  it  is  said that:  “why a given shape of  the extra  dimensions?
Crucial, it determines the predictions for α”. 
We propose that  whatever  shape the compactified dimensions are,  their  geometry
must be based on the values of the golden ratio and ζ(2), (the latter connected to 1728
or  1729,  whose  fifteenth  root  provides  an  excellent  approximation  to  the  above
mentioned value) which are recurrent as solutions of the equations that we are going
to develop. It  is  important to specify that  the initial  conditions are  always values
belonging to a fundamental chapter of the work of S. Ramanujan "Modular equations
and Appoximations to Pi" (see references). These values are some multiples of 8 (64
and 4096), 276, which added to 4096, is equal to 4372, and finally eπ√22

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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We have, in certain cases, the following connections:

Fig. 1

 
 Fig. 2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Fig. 3
Stringscape - a small part of the string-theory landscape showing the new de Sitter 
solution as a local minimum of the energy (vertical axis). The global minimum occurs
at the infinite size of the extra dimensions on the extreme right of the figure.

  Fig. 4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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From: https://www.mdpi.com/2227-7390/6/12/285/htm

Fig. 5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Fig. 6

Where  ζ(2+it) :
Input

Plots

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Roots

Series expansion at t=0

Alternative representations

Series representations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Integral representations

Functional equations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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With regard the Fig. 4 the points of arrival and departure on the right-hand side of the
picture are equally spaced and given by the following equation:

                                

we obtain:
2Pi/(ln(2))

Input:

Exact result:

Decimal approximation:

9.06472028365….

Alternative representations:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Series representations:

Integral representations:

From which:

(2Pi/(ln(2)))*(1/12 π log(2))

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Input:

Exact result:

Decimal approximation:

1.6449340668…. = ζ(2) = π 2

6
=1.6449 34 …

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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From:
Modular equations and approximations to π - Srinivasa Ramanujan
Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, XLV, 1914, 350 – 372
We have that:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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We note that, with regard 4372, we can to obtain the following results:
27((4372)^1/2-2-1/2(((√(10-2√5) -2))⁄((√5-1))))+φ
Input

Result

Decimal approximation

1729.0526944….

This result  is  very near to the mass of candidate glueball  f0(1710) scalar meson.
Furthermore, 1728 occurs in the algebraic formula for the  j-invariant of an  elliptic
curve. (1728 = 82  * 33) The number 1728 is one less than the Hardy–Ramanujan
number 1729  (taxicab number)

Alternate forms

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Minimal polynomial

Expanded forms

Series representations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Or:

27((4096+276)^1/2-2-1/2(((√(10-2√5) -2))⁄((√5-1))))+φ

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Input

Result

Decimal approximation

1729.0526944…. as above

Alternate forms

Minimal polynomial

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Expanded forms

Series representations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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From which:
(27((4372)^1/2-2-1/2(((√(10-2√5) -2))⁄((√5-1))))+φ)^1/15
Input

Exact result

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Decimal approximation

1.64381856858…. ≈ ζ(2) = π 2

6
=1.6449 34 …

Alternate forms

Minimal polynomial

Expanded forms

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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All 15th roots of ϕ + 27 (-2 + 2 sqrt(1093) - (sqrt(10 - 2 sqrt(5)) - 2)/(2 (sqrt(5) - 
1)))

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Series representations

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Integral representation

From:
An Update on Brane Supersymmetry Breaking
J. Mourad and A. Sagnotti - arXiv:1711.11494v1 [hep-th] 30 Nov 2017

From the following vacuum equations:

           

      
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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we have obtained, from the results almost equals of the equations, putting

  instead of 

                                        
a new possible mathematical connection between the two exponentials. Thence, also 
the values concerning p, C, βE and ϕ correspond to the exponents of e (i.e. of exp). 
Thence we obtain for p = 5 and βE = 1/2:

e−6 C+ϕ=4096 e−π √18

Therefore, with respect to the exponentials of the vacuum equations, the Ramanujan’s
exponential has a coefficient of 4096 which is equal to 642, while -6C+ϕ is equal to -
π √18. From this it follows that it is possible to establish mathematically, the dilaton 
value.

For

exp((-Pi*sqrt(18))   we obtain:

Input:

Exact result:

Decimal approximation:

1.6272016… * 10-6

Property:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1729_(number)
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Series representations:

Now, we have the following calculations:

                                             e−6 C+ ϕ=4096 e−π √18 

                                         e−π√18 = 1.6272016… * 10^-6

from which:
                           

                                     1
4096

e
−6 C+ϕ

 = 1.6272016… * 10^-6

                  0.000244140625 e−6 C+ϕ = e−π√18 = 1.6272016… * 10^-6

Now:

                       ln (e−π √18)=−13.328648814475=−π √18 

And:

(1.6272016* 10^-6) *1/ (0.000244140625)
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Input interpretation:

Result:

0.006665017...

Thence:

                                   0.000244140625 e−6C+ϕ = e−π√18 

Dividing both sides by 0.000244140625, we obtain:

                         
0.000244140625
0.000244140625

e−6C+ϕ
 = 

1
0.000244140625

e
−π √18

 

                                     
                            e−6C+ϕ = 0.0066650177536

((((exp((-Pi*sqrt(18)))))))*1/0.000244140625

Input interpretation:

Result:

0.00666501785…

Series representations:
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Now:

                                          e−6C+ϕ = 0.0066650177536

                                          =

                                           

                                            = 0.00666501785…

From:
ln(0.00666501784619)

Input interpretation:

Result:

-5.010882647757…
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Alternative representations:

Series representations:

Integral representation:

In conclusion:
                                   −6 C+ϕ=−5.010882647757 …

and for C = 1, we obtain:

ϕ=−5.010882647757+6=0 . 989117352243 = ϕ
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Note that the values of ns (spectral index) 0.965, of the average of the Omega mesons 
Regge slope 0.987428571 and of the dilaton 0.989117352243, are also connected to the 
following two Rogers-Ramanujan continued fractions:

 

(http://www.bitman.name/math/article/102/109/)

Also performing the 512th root of the inverse value of the Pion meson rest mass 
139.57, we obtain:
((1/(139.57)))^1/512

Input interpretation:

Result:

0.99040073.... result very near to the dilaton value 0 . 989117352243 = ϕ and to the 
value of the following Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction:
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